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Reduced Cycle Time with Automated Accounts Payable Process
Today, more than ever, organizations strive to continually reduce
costs and improve efficiencies. Quickly identifying areas of
improvement is the key to any organization’s success.
The Accounts Payable (AP) Process is a good place to start because
by nature, the AP process is often distributed and demands a chain
of different approvals that generates huge volumes of paper and
can be difficult to manage.
In Oracle JD Edwards, organizations have the ability to leverage
their current investments, eliminate bottlenecks and automate the
processing of invoices. With an integrated combination of Oracle
products, like Oracle Document Capture, Oracle Forms
Recognition, and Oracle Imaging and Process Management (I/PM),
the Accounts Payable process becomes seamless. Cycle time is
improved, resulting in a positive impact on the company’s
bottom line.

AP automation provides transparency and organization to the
entire AP process which significantly reduces cycle time. Invoice
review and approval is expedited by reducing manual data entry
and providing quick access to important data.
KPIT helps companies to automate their Accounts Payable process
by leveraging WebCenter Document Capture, WebCenter Forms
Recognition, WebCenter Imaging and JD Edwards Adapter for
WebCenter . It enables business users to easily access, view and
initiate tasks on documents associated with transactions directly
from within or outside the JD Edwards environment.
As the world’s largest specialist in JD Edwards, KPIT has the right
expertise and the deep experience to help customers leverage
upon their accounts payable processes.
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Benefits

Get More from KPIT

Increased process efficiency
Reduced storage and processing costs
Improved visibility and an ability to audit the process
Less risk of misplaced invoices

Three decades of experience in JD Edwards
implementations, globally
Experts have deep understanding of the JD Edwards
product combined with rich industry knowledge.
Moreover many of our consultants are multi-lingual

Faster AP cycle time, leading to vendor discounts for invoices
paid early

Trusted Oracle Partner

Reduced late payment fees

Repository of reusable components that have been
exercised in working systems

In depth Localization experience

Proven Tools, Accelerators and Methodologies to speed
up delivery timelines

“We congratulate KPIT for their achievement, and their commitment and investment in Oracle products and the
Oracle PartnerNetwork programs.”
- Lydia Smyers, Group Vice President,
Worldwide Alliances & Channels Programs and Communications, Oracle

KPIT Oracle Practice provides Oracle and process-based
expertise to Manufacturing, Automotive and Energy industries.
More than 2,000 Oracle professionals deliver a powerful combination
of industry experience and Oracle knowledge in the following areas:
E-Business Suite
JD Edwards
Agile PLM
CRM On Demand
Value Chain Planning
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